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strive ARFID Carer Support Group
Topic Sheet – January 2022
Managing Transitions and ARFID
The start of the new year may bring new challenges and changes at school,
university or work. These transition experiences can include new environments,
routines, different people and new pressures. Feelings of uncertainty, vulnerability
and fear of things not going well can be particularly difficult for those with an eating
disorder. This can also be a time when the “perfectionism” trait is amplified. As
carers we can’t fix everything however, we can support our loved one to minimise
the risks and help them stay on the path to recovery.
Covid continues to impact many areas in Australia and adds to the uncertainty
about the year ahead. Planning for transitions with the unknown of whether schools
and universities will begin the year in face-to-face settings may add to the anxiety
your loved one is feeling. Work environments are also heavily impacted which may
create unpredictable rosters, changes to job requirements or is some cases work
being ceased completely. Stock shortages in supermarkets can also trigger
heightened anxiety for those with eating disorders. There’s a lot for carers to juggle
and consider as we support our loved ones through this period.
1. Plan ahead - Try to pre-empt which aspects of the transition will be the most
challenging for your loved one. Encourage them to talk about it - try to plan
for it together. What is most likely to heighten their stress and anxiety? How
can you minimise the uncertainty? Who can you engage to provide support?
Don’t try new foods now, keep social events to a minimum in first term and
less demands generally. The start to the school year means mealtimes will be
dictated by school timetables, there will be shorter time frames for food
intake and quantity.
2. Who should you speak to in advance? Teachers, school counsellors or
wellbeing co-ordinators, other family members, parents of school friends other ideas? Organise a GP appointment prior to start of school year. Use this
appointment for medical assessment. Have GP prepare a letter for all
schoolteachers, sport staff, nurses, counsellors, exemptions etc. Keep a copy
in child/teens school bag, and another for relevant others.
3. Consider meal and snack times - what support do they need to maintain the
necessary food intake? Adjusting the daily meal plan by having larger meal
after school is also an option. Aim to increase high protein and high energy
food several weeks prior to school term if possible to allow for initial losses
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when school starts. 2 Ensure drinks daily if food intake is an issue or neutral
Ensure/Sustagen powder added to anything.

Considering your child’s disposition helps dictate as to how you would approach
your support. ASD needs to consider, reduce the “have to” with a softer approach
with an ARFID child, quiet eating spaces, predictable foods, choices, back up
snacks, familiar eating environments, know that can have access to a parent via text
or Facetime if they feel anxious. For kinder age children a note in their lunchbox can
be helpful to alert teachers/parent helpers/assistants to avoid being judgemental at
the types of food in their lunchboxes, so much is centred around healthy eating, this
can apply to primary school age also. An example note might be: “I have an eating
disorder called ARFID and I am working with a specialist to increase my variety of
foods. Please don’t comment on my foods.”
4. Talk to your loved one about coping strategies if things become
overwhelming. What skills or techniques have they learned to manage their
stress and emotions and help them avoid engaging in unhelpful behaviours
such as restricting, purging or other forms of self-harm? Who can they turn to
for support and decide on a safe space they can go to. Agree strategies with
teachers, friends etc. so everyone is on the same page and your loved one
knows they are supported. Consider tools to assist such as fidgets, rubber
band flicking, deep breathing exercises, quiet environments, toilet cubicle to
just ground themselves and give them some time out, weighted blankets, ear
pods with quiet music, fresh air, essential oil spritzers, and always a plan B for
escape. Encourage your loved one to ask for help when needed - this can be
very hard for them to do.
5. Consider the daily schedule, avoid it becoming overwhelming. Their health is
the number one priority, school can wait or be modified to ensure recovery
is not jeopardised. Part time attendance at school/university or reducing work
hours are all options. Specific subjects may need to be avoided or modified
(e.g. sport, health based subjects). How much homework is reasonable given
where they’re at? Ask teachers to be specific about what is “must do” work to
narrow the focus and reduce expectations. Consider limiting extra-curricular
activities - sometimes less is more! Monitor how your loved one is going and
help them to make adjustments if necessary.
Routines and predictability are often helpful - you know your loved one best!
Decide what is reasonable as everyone is different and at different stages camps, excursions, etc.
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This 10-point template for teachers may be helpful and can be emailed to all the
relevant staff.
Dear teachers, our child _________ will be in year_____this year, and we would like
to pass on some information we thought may be useful.
1. Allergies or medical issues
2. Anxiety issues and eating disorder explanation. e.g. this disorder affects
his/her learning, concentration, increases anxiety and reduces energy
levels. We see several medical specialists and have a medical certificate
exempting him/her from certain activities such as
_______________________
3. Difficulty includes working memory
4. Perceptual reasoning
5. Add in any other relevant issues may have
6. Recommendations from professionals on how best to support him/her as
listed
7. Allowing more time for submitting work, visual supports, focus on key
learnings, memory aides such as writing lists, checking in to ask if they
need help as they are unlikely to ask
8. Agreement with the school nurse to contact me if my child is anxious
9. ARFID (Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder) DSM-5 of mental
disorders basis is triggered by underlying anxiety, so we aim to minimise
anxiety provoking incidences as much as possible until full recovery
10. It would be useful for teachers to communicate about upcoming topics
or learning, as we have found that the understanding of work is greatly
improved by becoming familiar with the information before working on it
in class and also enables us to help them with homework if they are
unsure
6. Consider the impact of new social circles and peer dynamics. Meeting new
friends, changes with old friends - there can be a lot going on. This can have
negative and positive outcomes. A new school and fresh start can remove the
stigma of previous experiences/shame/reputation etc. Some will be anxious
for new environments, people, routines, uniforms.
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7. Try to maintain their treatment and therapy schedule - their ongoing recovery
is the priority. Prepare as much in advance as possible for appointment times
with GPs dieticians, psychologists, counsellors etc. Try to use the times such
as sport, PE, excursions, to book in medical appointments, it gives your loved
one an excuse for being absent and also minimises their time absent for the
more important subjects.
8. Help your loved one practice self-care (Yoga, mindfulness, sleep hygiene (go
to bed at same time, get up at same time, relax before bed). Validation is
very much key with an ARFID person, empathy, patience and really
advocating for them in kinder/school situations were the most valuable
lessons we have learnt so far.
Remember, a transition can bring feelings of excitement and fear at the same time.
Don’t try to gloss over the impact of this period, acknowledge their experience
while doing whatever you can to support them. The new year may be an
opportunity for leverage, to make agreements about actions and rewards. A
successful transition can help facilitate a renewed sense of meaning and
purpose. You know better than anyone the type of scaffolding they need!
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This Topic Sheet can be found at https://bit.ly/3tAbZbj
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Shared knowledge and generosity of those with lived experience.

Terms of Use

All information provided is merely for educational and informational purposes. It is not
intended as a substitute for professional advice. You are encouraged to consult other
sources to confirm the information contained in this document and if medical treatment is
required, to take professional, expert advice from a legally qualified and appropriately
experienced medical practitioner.
We strive to provide accurate information that can help you learn more about the topics,
but we cannot take personal or legal responsibility for your use of this information.
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